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Everyday people are working, studying, trying to be better. She helped me because school always came
naturally to me, but she challenged me. As Ms. I was in my freshman composition class when it hit me that I
was not at all prepared for college. These social classes are similar to the Feudal System, and modern day
social classes. He teaches robotics and engineering, in part, because of the growing workforce demands those
type of workers. She was very patient and understanding of my problem and would help me read books and
was there for me along the way. Classmates went to me before anyone else regarding issues relating to
commas. High School is a great tool to help prepare someone for a higher education. McCrary was an amazing
teacher! About halfway through my paper, I found myself a bit paranoid that I was writing the whole essay
wrong. It triumphs over any other country almost doubling the GDP of the runner up i. I, being a peasant
farmer during the French Revolution, have experienced this maltreatment in mankind. He still pays several
grand a year for the medication he is prescribed. Although college may not be for everyone, there are those
who would really like to gain acceptance to an institution, but cannot because they do not have the money to
do so. Helping me to build effective ways to get good grades in my other classes by building effective study
habits then ineffective study habits I have been using previously. More needs to be done on campuses to raise
awareness about how college environments can be unfamiliar and unwelcoming places to students who do not
hail from middle and upper class worlds. Ultimately, this experience in my junior calculus class will indirectly
aid in my future as an engineer. The problem in the United States is that there is a class divide that gives
advantage to those who already have sufficient lifestyles over those who constantly face adversity. Stephanie
Ogden and her chocolate lollipop project. Stereotyping has always been a lifelong hassle for certain
individuals. Bio Nicole M. They did not drive fancy cars, and the vehicles they did have broke down often.
After I had turned in my first paper, Ms. I asked another student in the year above to see their submission once
to get an idea of what the lecturer wanted.


